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Hôtel particulier
From far left: the
Hôtel Lutetia’s Art
Deco facade; the
chrome-accented
brasserie; Oskar
Reile, who ran a Nazi
counterintelligence
outfit inside the
hotel.

purchased by a group led by the Jewish real estate mogul
Alfred Akirov, an Israeli of Iraqi extraction. The $185 million
sale was immediately hailed as a way of redeeming the
hotel’s Nazi past.
The Lutetia, despite its sometimes shabby idea of luxury,
has long been the only hotel on the Left Bank that approaches
the stature of Right Bank grandes dames like the Ritz or the
Crillon. Akirov will invest about $140 million into the hotel,
but his exact renovation plans are unclear. Whatever shape
the revamped hotel may take, Cousty told me that the new
management ‘‘clearly mentioned that they do not want to
transform the Lutetia into a synagogue.’’ I was unable to tell
if he meant this to be reassuring.
Conceived by the directors of the
neighboring Bon Marché department
store, the Lutetia opened in 1910 as a
rest stop for out-of-town shoppers. Its
undulating stone facade was one of the
first examples of the lavish eclecticism
later known as Art Deco. From its
inception, the hotel has been a frumpily elegant repository
of Left Bank anecdotes and intrigues, the kinds you could
spend a lifetime reading about while swishing espresso soot
around the bottom of your cafe cup.
De Gaulle spent his wedding night here. Truffaut filmed
parts of ‘‘The Soft Skin.’’ Isadora Duncan came when she
was broke and insisted on ordering Champagne. Peggy
Guggenheim’s first husband broke a telephone in a jealous
rage. Picasso was in residence when he learned of
Apollinaire’s death. (He sat perfectly still for a long time and
then continued work on a self-portrait.)
Serge Gainsbourg haunted the bar américain, at least
according to a maudlin Eddy Mitchell song, which imagines
him there, drinking a martini, imitating Bogart, ‘‘enveloped
in smoke.’’ In 1968, North Vietnamese delegates were
quartered at the Lutetia for the Paris peace negotiations. (The
average room rate then was $16.50 per night. It’s now about
$410.) And today the hotel is one of Saint-Germain’s elite
sanctums — where Catherine Deneuve and Isabelle Huppert
give interviews, Gérard Depardieu valets his motorcycle and
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ast September, I was ensconced in red velour,
seated in the grande salle of the Hôtel Lutetia,
on the Left Bank in Paris. I had just stumbled in
from the hotel’s chrome-accented brasserie,
where I had downed a half bottle of Sancerre
and six Bélon oysters, almost precisely where
Simone de Beauvoir, in 1940, wrote a love
letter to Sartre, whom she addressed as ‘‘Most
dear little being.’’
Across from me was Jean-Luc Cousty, the
Lutetia’s jovial general manager. It was good
that I was a bit drunk because I needed to ask him something
that’s not, shall we say, délicat. I wanted to know how he felt
about working for a Jew.
This was not an entirely spurious question. In occupied
Paris, the Lutetia, draped in swastikas, was among the most
notorious redoubts for Nazi officers, and last August it was
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Carla Bruni-Sarkozy sometimes eats breakfast.
But let’s cut to the Nazis. When Oskar
Reile, the Prussian spy catcher, first arrived at
the hotel, in June of 1940, a German colonel
greeted him with a glass of Champagne. (It
probably was a mediocre one, since the staff
had managed to secret away the best bottles
behind a wall in the hotel’s cellar.) Reile
was attached to the Abwehr, the German
intelligence outfit with a headquarters in the
Lutetia, which paid bonuses to informants for
every Resistance member whom they betrayed.
Interrogations would take place inside the
hotel, in a room with a window that looked out
onto the notorious Cherche-Midi prison, where
torture victims reportedly were placed in tubs
of water that were gradually brought to a boil.
Immediately after the war, the Lutetia was
transformed into a ‘‘welcome center’’ for
returning victims of the concentration camps.
It was a horrible nexus of dashed hopes, with
bulletin boards filled with faces of the missing
and ghostlike camp victims wandering around
in striped pajamas. The ‘‘Suite Française’’
author Irène Némirovsky’s two daughters
went there in search of their parents. The older
girl, Denise, ran desperately after a woman
she mistook for her mother. She did not know
that Némirovsky had died at Auschwitz three
years earlier.
Alfred Akirov knows about all this history,
but he does not seem particularly moved by it
nor is he proud or boastful that a former Nazi
hotel is now under Jewish ownership. After
Le Monde reported on Akirov’s purchase of the
Lutetia, one reader commented, ‘‘When we
don’t sell Paris to the Arabs we sell it to their
enemies!’’ This was an impolitic thing to say, to
be sure, but also somewhat accurate. The Ritz,
the George V and the Royal Monceau are all
Arab-owned; the Hôtel de Crillon was recently
purchased by a Saudi royal.

When I spoke to Akirov and referred
to news reports that suggested the purchase
was rooted in symbolism, he snapped,
‘‘Look, I don’t think this is the reason that
a public company does a deal. It is not a
hobby. It is not personal.’’ Indeed, the Lutetia
is just another plum property in his rapidly
expanding hotel portfolio. Akirov, 69, already
owns two of the best hotels in Jerusalem,
the David Citadel and the Mamilla, which
opened in 2009 and is part of a sprawling
$400 million residential and commercial
complex designed by the architect Moshe
Safdie. Akirov is currently in the process
of transforming two other buildings with rich
historic pedigrees — the Café Royal in London
and the Conservatorium in Amsterdam —
into five-star hotels, which are scheduled to
open within a year.
In a way, Akirov’s indifference toward the
hotel’s past is irrelevant. The Lutetia’s history
— by turns painful and redemptive, disheveled
and glamorous, fiercely French and deeply
cosmopolitan — has always belonged to Paris.
There’s only a modest plaque outside the
hotel to remind you of what happened here,
but there are living witnesses who can still
testify, like Juliette Gréco. In December, the
famous chanteuse, the so-called Muse of
Saint-Germain, returned to the Lutetia for
a gala celebration of the hotel’s 100th
anniversary. Now 84, she has sung here, slept
here, whiled away countless evenings with
the likes of Camus, Cocteau or Gainsbourg.
But Gréco said she’s drawn back to the place
by the memory of finding her sister and
mother at the hotel — she can still cry about
it — in 1945 after they had been deported for
their family’s involvement in the Resistance.
The Lutetia, she said, ‘‘is a story of love, a
story of reuniting, a story of happiness and, at
the same time, terror. Mais, c’est magnifique.’’ ■
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Past and present Above: camp victims beneath the chandeliers
in May 1945. Right: the Lutetia’s new owner, the Israeli real estate
magnate Alfred Akirov, with the chanteuse Juliette Gréco at the
hotel’s 100th anniversary in December.

